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Information professionals have a lot to bring to the use of search, and can
learn a great deal from other disciplines, such as software design, natural
language processing, user experience and analytics. This article discusses
two case studies of enterprise search implementations. The first case study
details the implementation of Google Search Appliance at a Western Austra-
lian utilities company. The second case study examines the implementation of
Lucene Solr at a Swedish health organisation. The third part of the article
provides a summary of the key lessons from the case studies in terms of
planning, resourcing and analytics. We conclude by considering some future
paths for the user search experience.

INTRODUCTION

As mentioned in the previous article about enterprise search,1 the effective deployment of search
technologies within organisations is a critical and yet often overlooked part of an enterprise IT
architecture. There is now a considerable body of knowledge and experience to support such
deployments and yet organisations continue to make the same mistakes. This article presents two
examples of successful search implementations. The first involves an Australian organisation, with an
intranet and a document management system, looking to improve access to their information. The
second involves a Swedish health organisation wanting to enhance the user experience of their portals
and the use of their information.

We will spend some time looking at the details of both case studies. The remainder of the article
will highlight some common themes in search implementations.

WATER CORPORATION: GOOGLE SEARCH APPLIANCE

The Water Corporation is the principal supplier of water, wastewater, and drainage services in Western
Australia, supplying hundreds of thousands of homes, businesses, and farms, as well as providing bulk
water to farms for irrigation. The Corporation serves nearly two million Western Australians spread
over 2.5 million square kilometres. With regional offices in Perth, Bunbury, Albany, Karratha,
Geraldton, Northam and Kalgoorlie, the Water Corporation is a highly dispersed organisation.
Building and updating the water and wastewater infrastructure, in particular, is a capital-intensive
endeavour. The Corporation continuously seeks more efficient and innovative ways of working to
deliver cost-effective services to their customers.2

One means of accomplishing these goals was to help employees find information more readily –
from the latest water quality and usage research, to day-to-day operational documents such as forms to
check out vehicles from the corporate carpool.
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Traditionally, information has been stored in two primary repositories: an existing intranet,
Waternet, and a Hummingbird document management system (DMS), although the DMS facility was
not user-friendly and required advanced technical skill. It was even more difficult to find information
on the Waternet, which had expanded and become unwieldy, as is the case with many corporate
intranets. Assorted information was also stored on local hard drives and file shares, which were not
available across business units or locations. Over 10 million documents existed on the intranet and
DMS.

“Information was quite difficult to find, unless you knew the path to take in advance”, says Kirsty
Sinnott, business manager’s representative for the Water Corporation. “To support our workforce to
become more efficient and effective, the ability to surface relevant information in an easily consumed
format emerged as a requirement we needed to address sooner rather than later.”

To make information more findable, Sinnott began working with an in-house team, and an
outsourced IT consulting firm, spearheading an initiative to build a new enterprise portal to replace
Waternet and other content stores. The business chose Microsoft SharePoint for content management,
and Google Search Appliance (GSA) for Search.

GSA was chosen because:

• Other solutions would require substantial configuration – something the team had neither the time,
nor skill and inclination to undertake. GSA however, offered a “plug and search” simplicity.

• Its pre-built Connector for SharePoint would enable searching and serving content stored in what
will soon be the enterprise’s standard solution for content management.

To streamline the rollout, the Water Corporation worked with BluePoint, a leading Google
Enterprise partner in the region. The BluePoint team have delivered the largest and most complex
Google Search solutions in Australia, and provide quick installation, integration, and training, as well
as support.

The Corporation also conducted a pilot program with a select business reference group, which
provided feedback to include how many versions of a document they wanted to be able to view, and
so on. Sinnott and her team also conducted road shows, a corporate-wide internal communications
campaign and Google promotional items to employees to boost enthusiasm for the new search
solution.

Since implementing the GSA, search relevance and ease of use improved on the previous set-up.
The GSA proved effective at surfacing information, including some that was previously difficult to
find, and other information that needed to be shared, yet was being closely held by a small group of
individuals within pockets of the organisation. This led to the realisation that the contents of the
incumbent DMS needed assessment and cleanup.

Currently, the new enterprise portal is a work-in-progress that is continually evolving and
improving. The use of the GSA is advancing as well, as the Corporation better organises its content
and takes advantage of more features of the GSA. There is more to do, but the Corporation now has a
solid foundation for search that is flexible and robust, and capable of crawling upwards of 10 million
documents across any repository.

Already, employees are giving nods of approval. As use of the GSA increases, Sinnott expects it
to help them in making faster, smarter decisions, and to become better at sharing expertise and
information.

“We hear ‘Thank you, I’m finding what I’m looking for’ quite a lot”, Sinnott says. “With the
GSA, employees can now get to everything they need, from the form for booking a corporate car to
vital research about our invaluable water resources.”

Technology overview: Google Search Appliance

GSA is an enterprise search solution, available as a server that is plugged into a network. The G500
model indexes up to 100 million documents per appliance. GSA is used by organisations as diverse as
British Airways, Vodafone and the World Bank.
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VÄSTRA GÖTALANDSREGIONEN: SOLR IMPLEMENTATION

Västra Götalandsregionen (VGR) is Sweden’s second largest local authority and its public health
group provides health centres and hospital care to 1.5 million people. It has 50,000 employees to
deliver a complex mix of services to its citizens. VGR has a complex IT architecture with several
content management systems. This is partly due to a merger of healthcare organisations in the west of
Sweden.3

In 2006, VGR commenced an intranet health portal redevelopment project. Initial user research
indicated that the top user issue was effective search. Many different information repositories had been
built but not connected together. Information was in silos. Users needed to know the name of the
system and where to find it to be able to search for that particular piece of information. From a
technology perspective, the existing search vendor chose to undertake a licence and pricing review. As
a result of this, an open-source search engine became attractive from a cost perspective, so Solr was
chosen. From a return on investment (RoI) perspective, the cost of the project was equivalent to one
year’s worth of licence fees for the old search engine.

The search implementation team was led by VGR IT strategist Kristian Nordling and consisted of
a search owner with a librarian background, a project manager and two technical specialists from the
search consultancy Findwise. Like many successful search projects, this team balanced software
technical expertise with an understanding of the underlying information.

The first release of the search engine worked well from a technical perspective but it highlighted
another set of issues. To begin with, there was a lot of content. Much of it was old and out-of-date,
was duplicated and had little metadata attached. In short, the search project had exposed quality issues
with the underlying content.

Old and duplicate content had to be removed and metadata associated with content had to be
added. Search highlighted the importance of taxonomy and data management. As users needed
information from multiple sources, such the intranet, the internet and from other business systems,
connectors between these systems had to be built. Each system had a different data model and
compromises had to be created. A central metadata service was developed to set a standard along with
centralised document types using SweMeSH (a Swedish version of the Medical Subject Headings
taxonomy) hosted using Apelon open source software and available as a web service.

Ongoing improvement also applied to the search engine as well as the content. Search query logs
provide a rich source of data to understand the kinds of searches being run, the quality of the results
and the kinds of “best bets” required. When monitoring query logs, it is important to track terms over
time, for example, over the course of a year or more. VGR found that certain events, and therefore
certain search terms, were highly seasonal. One example of this is the term “leave form” in early
spring – everyone wants to go on holiday.

As a result of the search implementation, over 20 different information sources/repositories are
now searchable from one single point of entry. An example of the value delivered can be seen in
internal recruitment. As VGR has 50,000 employees, the internal job market is large, job rotation is
encouraged and so internal classifieds/posts about available openings are important. When analysing
the search query logs, the search team identified that of the 10 most popular searches, six were
variations of “available positions” in the organisations. All six search terms lead to very different (and
often incorrect) results. So a combination of search analytics and the use of “best bets” gave searchers
the right result for all six different terms. This increased the use of the official (and correct) place for
open positions. This led to the indexing of all the job classifieds in a more structured way. The end
result was improved outcomes for the HR department.

3 Findwise, “Enterprise Search Case Study: Region Västra Götaland (VGR)” (2012), http://www.slideshare.net/findwise/case-
study-enterprise-search-vgr; Findwise, “A VGR Case Study. Search As a Service” (2013), http://www.findwise.com/
search-service.
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Key lessons from the project:

• Write guidelines for producing quality content

• Develop and apply metadata standards to your content to improve its findability and therefore
value

• Do not use the search engine out of the box

• Hire or contract technical expertise to get the best out of the technology

• Make someone responsible for the search experience (or hire someone to do it)

• Information that cannot be found is worthless. Implementing search increases the value of the
information that you already have without needing to create more

• Have a feedback link so users can email feedback on their experience to the search owner

• Search engine implementation is a series of continuous improvements, not a one-shot project

• Search is a catalyst to uncovering your content and empowering your users

• Engage editors and curators to ensure that the content and metadata that you have is of high
quality

• Undertake beta releases of your search engine

• Everybody will not be happy but persistence and focus can take you forward.

Technology overview: Apache Lucene Solr
Solr is an open-source search server built as part of the Lucene project, which in turn is part of the
Apache collection of open-source software projects. Solr is developed by a distributed community of
programmers and is also supplemented by for-fee products developed by commercial enterprises.
Solr/Lucene is used by a number of well-known organisations such as LinkedIn, Wells Fargo and the
Mitre Corporation. In Australia, the National Library of Australia uses Solr/Lucene in its online Trove
service to search nearly 400 million resources.

LESSONS TO BE LEARNED

There are a number of lessons that can be learned from these case studies and others like them. These
lessons should not be new; however, many organisations seem either unaware of them or unable to
effectively implement them.

An ongoing journey
Perhaps the first lesson to be learned is that both examples are ongoing journeys in information
accessibility. Search is not a technology to be implemented and then left unattended. It requires
continuous maintenance and management because many things will change:

• Users change. They may literally change in organisations with high staff turnover. However the
more someone uses search, the more they will demand terms of accuracy, extra features (for
example, auto-complete) and overall quality of experience from it. It should be remembered that
enterprise search tools also have to compete with the search experience of public tools such as
Google and Bing. Innovation is everywhere.

• Context changes. Organisations will move into new markets or develop new products and services
(and that includes government agencies and not-for-profits as well as the private sector). New
challenges and new competitors emerge. Organisations restructure or undergo mergers or
demergers. In an apocryphal exchange with a journalist, former British Prime Minister Harold
Macmillan was asked what was most likely to blow a government off course, he allegedly
responded “Events, dear boy, events”. A similar problems faces findability – search tools must
respond in a timely manner to a dynamic and unpredictable world.

• Content changes. Organisations produce a staggering amount of content. If an employee writes
one document every working day and sends 20 emails then a 100-person organisation will
produce over 20,000 documents and 400,000 emails. Not to mention content received from
suppliers, customers and regulators. This all adds up. The issue is not just quantity by variety.
New formats (social media, video, audio, images) will also need to be managed and made
findable.
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• Technology changes. Finally search technology is not yet mature. The recent industry
consolidation has seen old players disappear and new players arise. Vendors with public search
tools such as Google and Microsoft are incorporating advances such as graph-based search in
their enterprise tools. Search is taking account of mobile platforms. Overall, search is getting
better.

A search implementation that does not take account of these changes will degrade as a user
experience over time and is ultimately doomed to fail.

There is a business case

The business case for search is real and yet can be hard to articulate. Intuitively we know that finding
information should be simple but is often harder than it needs to be. There are time costs to users for
poor information findability. If decision-makers and budget-holders do not have to look for
information themselves then it can be hard for them to understand the pain that this causes their staff.
The productivity of people is an increasing concern both locally in Australia and around the world.
Search offers a direct way to make staff more productive.

Search is middleware for humans

Software that allows different systems to talk to each is known as “middleware”. As systems have
been proliferating within organisations, the need to plumb them together has become ever more
important – and it’s not cheap. Search does not have the full functionality of middleware systems – it
does not allow one system to push data to another. However it does allow humans to look inside
multiple systems and see what is in there. This opening up of information is a key part of breaking
down organisational and technological silos.

Search needs people managing it

The search experience requires a diverse set of skills to manage it properly. Technicians can bring
deep knowledge of the capabilities of the search tool. Information managers can bring an
understanding of the content that search opens up. User experience (UX) professionals can integrate
search into the worlds of users. An effective search implementation will almost always require the
skills of more than one person, although that may not mean hiring multiple heads to manage it. A
sustainable search strategy will always have staff dedicated to its ongoing success.

Exposing the quality of content

At the start of an economic downturn, legendary investor Warren Buffett said: “when the tide goes out
you can tell who’s been skinny dipping.” His point was that tightening economic conditions show
which businesses are well run and which are not. The metaphor also applies to enterprise content and
the implementation of search. A lack of transparency and the siloing of information means that poorly
managed content – with large numbers of duplicates, poor version control and non-existent metadata –
often escapes attention. The effective implementation of search means that bad content has nowhere to
hide. Search implementations often trigger the commencement of programs to improve the quality of
content. Ultimately this is a good thing but many organisations are unprepared for this when they start
their search implementations.

The importance of search analytics

Search analytics (for example, the frequency with which certain terms are used) are important from
multiple perspectives. Search terms entered provide a direct insight into the language used by people
to describe the content that they need. These can validate (or discredit) metadata structures. Search
analytics also show how terms change in importance over time. The needs of users follow a rhythm
that can be seen in shifts in search-term frequency. Search analytics are not just relevant to the search
experience. They provide a real-time insight into the concerns of users. As such they should form part
of the analytical toolset of organisations, along with reports extracted from transaction systems.
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CONCLUSION

Good search implementations are possible but they are not easy. Water Corporation and VGR have
been on multi-year journeys to improve the findability of their content, the search experience of users
and ultimately the productivity of both organisations. They identified their issues up front and sought
solutions to those issues. However, they did not see search as either a purely technical issue or a static
outcome. They identified solid technologies to support their goals and engaged with technical experts
to effectively implement those technologies.

We hope that the pool of successful search implementation case studies continues to grow.
Anecdotally, many organisations need to implement search at least three times before they get it right.
The first time is a purely technical implementation with little tuning or follow-up. It fails. The search
engine technology is blamed, a new technology is selected but the proper lessons have not been
learned. This second implementation fails again. At this point, the organisation might swear off search
but often the challenges of findability and information silos remain too pressing. The third
implementation does not focus on solely technical concerns but views search in its proper, holistic
context.

The risks that search implementations present for information professionals are clear. No one
wants to be involved in a failed project. However, the gains are also great. Search is a critical point in
the management of information. Increasingly search engines are viewed as the front end for enterprise
content management. If the search engine cannot find it then it does not exist. Therefore a quality
search experience is the key to everything else that an information professional may undertake. Of
course, this is a two-way street. A good search experience is supported by good content management
and quality assurance practices.

Information professionals have a lot to bring to the use of search, and can learn a great deal from
other disciplines, such as software design, natural language processing, user experience and analytics.
The importance of search will only grow. As these case studies indicate, search will become
increasingly embedded in other applications and tools. Search will be everywhere, even if the user
does not recognise it as such. It will link transactional data systems and content management systems.
It will link social and collaborative media with static content. And search will be undertaken through
a plethora of devices and interfaces – laptops, phones, tablets, keyboard-based and verbal.
Paradoxically, as search spans more environments, it will become less and less visible. Effective
search does not draw attention to itself. Instead it becomes ever less intrusive as it becomes ever more
pervasive. Future versions of this article may not mention search at all but the principles and lessons
will remain the same.
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